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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 

Value Added Course on “MEAN STACK” 

SEPTEMBER 19 to 24 – 2022 

MEAN STACK        45 hours 

Objectives 

 To introduce web applications using HTML, CSS ,Boot strap and Java Script 

 To perform schema design in Mongo DB 

 To route parameter and queries using Express JS 

 To perform data binding using Angualr JS 

 To execute scripts using NODE JS 

Unit 1: UI development        9 hours 

Front-End Introduction- Client-server architecture- HTML- CSS- CSS Box Model- 

Javascript- JS Operators- JS Validations- Bootstrap- Bootstrap Setup- Bootstrap grids- 

Bootstrap buttons, forms, navigation bars 

Unit 2: Mongo DB        9 hours 

Design Goals, Architecture, and Installation-CRUD Operations-Functional usage of CRUD-

Read / Write Operations with CRUD-Schema Design and Data Modelling-Schema Design 

and-Data Modelling in MongoDB-Various Data Structure and Tools to Manage Data Model 

in MongoDB 

Unit 3: Express JS         9 hours 

An Intro to Express JS-Routing- Setting Up Router-Route ParaMeter and queries-HTTP 

Interaction-Handling ForM Data-Handling Query ParaMeters-Error Handling-Creating and 

ConsuMing RESTful Services-Using Templates-The Model-view-controller pattern-Using 

REST-How Node.JS connects to databases-RDBMS databases and NoSQL databases-

Connecting to RDBMS and NoSQL databases 

Unit 4: ANGULAR JS          9 hours 

AngularJS architecture overview-The Angular Batarang-Using Karma-Get Setup-Angular 

Seed Tour-Data Binding-Wiring up a controller-Binding-Forms binding and validation-

Services and DI-Overview of the built-in AngularJS services-Using angular's http and 

$resource services-Promises 



Unit 5: Node JS                                                                                                        9 hours 

Introduction to the Node JS framework- Installing NodeJS-Using NodeJS to execute scripts-

The Node Package Manager-The HTTP protocol-Building an HTTP server-Rendering a 

Response-Using Representational State Transfer-Express Framework-Performing CRUD 

operations-The NodeJS framework-Installing NodeJS-Mongoose and its uses-Redux Setup & 

Alerts 

OUTCOMES 

At the end of the course, the students will be able to: 

CO1 : Build a web applications using front end tools 

CO2 : Use Mongo DB for design and modelling  

CO3 : Build route parameters and queries using Express JS 

CO4: Make use of Angular JS services for data binding 

CO5 : Use of Node JS to connect to databases 

























Network Elements – Radio 
Resource Management – 
Mobility Management and 
Session Management – Small 
Screen Web Browsing over 
GPRS and EDGE – MMS over 
GPRS – UMTS – Channel 
Structure on the Air Interface – 
UTRAN –Core and Radio 
Network Mobility Management 
– UMTS Security. 

Network Elements – Radio 
Resource Management – 
Mobility Management and 
Session Management ,Channel 
Structure on the Air Interface – 
UTRAN –Core and Radio 
Network Mobility Management 
– UMTS Security. 

and EDGE – MMS 
over GPRS – UMTS. 
The above mentioned 
topics are 
concentrating in 
specific application. 
As the syllabus is 
vast, the students need 
to concentrate more 
on core concepts 
rather than specific 
application. So that 
topics can be removed 
from the syllabus 

3 

LTE – Network Architecture 
and Interfaces – FDD Air 
Interface and Radio Networks 
– Scheduling – Mobility 
Management and Power 
Optimization – LTE Security 
Architecture – Interconnection 
with UMTS and GSM – LTE 
Advanced (3GPPP Release 10) 
- 4G Networks and Composite 
Radio Environment – Protocol 
Boosters – Hybrid 4G Wireless 
Networks Protocols –Green 
Wireless Networks – Physical 
Layer and Multiple Access – 
Channel Modelling for 4G – 
Introduction to 5G 

LTE – Network Architecture 
and Interfaces – FDD Air 
Interface and Radio Networks – 
Scheduling – Mobility 
Management and Power 
Optimization – LTE Security 
Architecture – Interconnection 
with UMTS and GSM –Hybrid 
4G Wireless Networks 
Protocols –Green Wireless 
Networks – Physical Layer and 
Multiple Access – Channel 
Modelling for 4G – 
Introduction to 5G 

As the syllabus is 
vast, the students need 
to concentrate more 
on core concepts 
rather than specific 
application. So the 
below mentioned 
topics can be removed 
from the syllabus. 
LTE Advanced 
(3GPPP Release 10) - 
4G Networks and 
Composite Radio 
Environment – 
Protocol Boosters. 

 
MC1238 – Information Retrieval Techniques- Deviations 

 
S. No. Existing syllabus Updated syllabus Justification 

1 

Searching the web – Structure of 
the web – IR and web search – 
Static and Dynamic Ranking – 
Web crawling and indexing – Link 
Analysis – XML Retrieval 
Multimedia IR : Models and 
Languages – Indexing and 
Searching Parallel and Distributed 
IR – Digital Libraries 

Searching the web – Structure of the 
web – IR and web search – Static and 
Dynamic Ranking – Web crawling 
and indexing – Link Analysis – XML 
Retrieval Multimedia IR : Models and 
Languages – Indexing and Searching– 
Recommender System Functions – 
Recommendation Techniques 

As Recommender 
System is the main topic 
in Information Retrieval, 
we can exclude the 
Parallel and Distributed 
IR and include the 
Recommender 
Functions and 
Techniques 

 
 
 







































































































 

Questions and Answer Keys 

MEAN Stack 

Part-A 

1. What will be the output of the following code snippet? 

  var a=Math.max(); 

  var b=Math.mi(); 

  print(a) 

  print(b) 

 -Infinity Infinity 

 Infinity -Infinity 

 Infinity Infinity 

 -Infinity -Infinity 

  2. NoSQL databases is used mainly for handling large volumes of ______ data 

 Structured 

 Unstructured 

 Semi-structured 

 None 

 3. AngularJS is perfect for? 

 MPAs 

 DPAs 

 CPAs 

 SPAs 

 4. Node.js is written in which language? 

 C++ 

 JavaScript 

 C 

 Java 

5. What happens when we run this code? 

              function dog() 



{ 

Print(“I am a dog”); 

} 

dog.sound=”Bark”; 

function.dog() 

 Syntax Error 

 “I am a dog” gets printed 

 ReferenceError 

 Nothing happens 

6.What is MongoDB? 

 An Access database 

 A NoSQL database 

 A SQL database 

 A file system 

7. Among the following, on which architectural pattern is AngularJS based? 

 Decorator pattern 

 Observer pattern 

 MVVM architecture pattern 

 MVC architecture pattern 

  8. Default scope in Node.js application is? 

 Global 

 Local 

 Local to Object 

 None of the above 

 9. We enclose HTML tags within? 

 { } 

 < > 

 ! ! 

 None of the above 

10. Which of the following is the correct syntax for using the HTML style attribute? 

 <tagname style = “property: value;”> 

 <tagname style = “property;”> 

 <tagname style > 



 None of the above 

11. What is the maximum size of a MongoDB document? 

 16 MB 

 2 MB 

 12 MB 

 None 

12.Which HTML tag is used to declare internal CSS? 

 <style> 

 <link> 

 <script> 

 None of the above 

13. What will be the output of the below code in the console? 

File: my_module.js 

exports.name = 'Zeus'; 

Code: 

var my_module = require('./mymodule'); 

console.log((function(settings){ 

    return settings.split('').reverse().join('') 

})(my_module.name)); 

 Error 

 Zeus 

 undefined 

 Suez 

14. What function arguments are available to Express.js Route handlers? 

 req - the request object 

 res - the response object 

 next 

 All of the above 

15.Which command in Mongodb is equivalent to SQL select? 

 search() 

 find () 

 document 

 none 



16.The syntax used to create a module in AngularJS is: 

 module(“app”,[]) 

 var myModule=angular.module(); 

 var myModule = new Module(); 

 None of the above 

17.To include the HTTP server in the node module, what function do we use? 

 get() 

 require() 

 createServer() 

 None of the above 

18.What is the preferred format to store geospatial data in MongoDB? 

 Latitude, longitude 

 GeoJSON 

 BSON 

 XML 

19.Who is the father of AngularJS? 

 Misko Hevery 

 Brad Green 

 Mike Adams 

 Adam a bronze 

20.What method is used to return the current working directory of the process? 

 cwd() 

 pwd() 

 cmd() 

 None of the above 

21.Which of the following method corresponds to Order by clause in SQL? 

 sort() 

 orderby() 

 order() 

 none 

 

 



22.Choose the reactor which is used to bind the application data to the HTML view in 

AngularJS. 

 ng-bind directive 

 ng-model directive 

 ng-init directive 

 ng-app directive 

23.Which of the following are examples of node modules? 

 Express 

 Body-parser 

 Socket.io 

 All of the above 

24. What are core features of Express framework? 

 Allows to set up middlewares to respond to HTTP Requests 

 Defines a routing table which can works as per HTTP Method and 

URL 

 Dynamically render HTML Pages 

 All of the above 

25. Which of the following format is supported by MongoDB? 

 XML 

 SQL 

 JSON 

 All of the above 

26. Module created by using AngularJS function is known as 

 module() 

 mod() 

 Angular module() 

 mdl() 

27. We can kill a process in Node.js using the keyboard shortcut? 

 Ctrl + C 

 Ctrl + B 

 Ctrl + K 

 None of the above 

28. How to store local variables that can be access within the application? 



 Using app.locals 

 Using app.storage 

 Using database 

 Config file 

29.Which of the following is not part of _id? 

 MachineID 

 Timestamp 

 ProcessID 

 documentID 

30.The router is a part of which of the following given models? 

 @angular/router 

 @angular/core 

 Both a and b 

 None of the above 

Part-B 

31.The node object property which is used to return the node just before the current node 

is? 

 localName 

 index 

 previousSibling 

 None of the above 

32. Route paths, in combination with a request method, define the endpoints at which 

requests can be made. Which of following are valid form of route path? 

 strings 

 string patterns 

 regular expressions 

 All of above 

33. Which programming language is used to write MongoDB queries? 

 JavaScript 

 Python 

 SQL 

 TypeScript 

34. Which of the following are examples of NodeJS streams types? 



 Writable 

 Duplex 

 Readable 

 All of the above 

35. Where is captured values are populated regarding route parameters? 

 req.params object 

 app.locals object 

 req.data object 

 None of above 

 

36.You have two text fields in your document and you’d like both to be quickly searchable. 

What should you do? 

 mongoDB is not able to do this 

 create a compound text index using both fields 

 create a text index on one field and a single field index on the other 

 create a text index on each field 

37.Which decorator is used for configuring model class 

 @NgApp 

 @NgModule 

 Both a and b are correct 

 None of the above 

38._ variable in REPL session of NodeJS is used for? 

 It is used to store the result 

 It is used to get the last command that was used 

 It is used to get the last result 

 None of the above 

39. What function arguments are available to Express.js Route handlers? 

 req - the request object 

 res - the response object 

 next 

 All of the above 

 

40.Among the following which is not built-in a pipe in angular? 



 CurrencyPipe 

 DataPipe 

 PercentPipe 

 none of the above 

41.Which node module is used for zip and unzip functionalities? 

 ZLIB 

 buffer 

 binary 

 None of the above 

42. How can we create chainable route handlers for a route path in ExpressJS app? 

 Using app.route() 

 Using app.router() 

 Using app.routing() 

 All of these 

43.Choose the valid AngularJS expression. 

 {(2+2)} 

 {2+2} 

 {{2+2}} 

 ((2+2)) 

44. Imagine that you sent following ajax request: 

$.post("/process", {name:'john'}, function(data){ 

    // Do some stuff 

}); 

What will be the answer from the server? 

Tip: On server side, we have the code which is given below 

Code: 

app.post('/process', function(req, res){ 

    var data = ''; 

 if(req.xhr){ 

        data += 'One'; 

    } 

  

    if(req.body.name){ 



        data += 'Two'; 

    } 

    res.send(data); 

}); 

 OneTwo' 

 'One' 

 'Two' 

 All of these 

45. In ExpressJS, the method app.all(path, callback [, callback ...]) can accept all HTTP 

methods 

 True 

 False 

 Insufficient data 

 None 

 

 

 

  

 































Review: VAC - Mean stack - External Assessment - 30.09.2022

SAHANARINI.S(CS) 28:30
Time to complete

54/60
Points

8

Respondent

Correct 1/1 Points

-Infinity Infinity

Infinity -Infinity

Infinity Infinity

-Infinity -Infinity

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What will be the output of the following code 
snippet?  
var a = Math.max();  
var b = Math.min();  
console.log(a);  
console.log(b);  * 

1.



Correct 1/1 Points

Structured

Unstructured

Semi-structured

None

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

NoSQL databases is used mainly for handling 
large volumes of __________ data * 

2.

Correct 1/1 Points

MPAs

DPAs

CPAs

SPAs

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

AngularJS is perfect for? * 3.

Incorrect 0/1 Points

C++

JavaScript

C

Java

0 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Node.js is written in which language? * 4.



Correct 1/1 Points

Syntax Error

“I am a dog” gets printed

ReferenceError

Nothing happens

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What happens when we run this code? 
  function dog() {    
print("I am a dog."); 
} 
dog.sound = "Bark"; * 

5.

Correct 1/1 Points

An Access database

A NoSQL database

A SQL database

A file system

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What is MongoDB? * 6.

Correct 1/1 Points

Decorator pattern

Observer pattern

MVVM architecture pattern

MVC architecture pattern

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Among the following, on which architectural 
pattern is AngularJS based? * 

7.



Correct 1/1 Points

Global

Local

Local to Object

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Default scope in Node.js application is? * 8.

Correct 1/1 Points

{ }

< >

! !

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

We enclose HTML tags within? * 9.

Correct 1/1 Points

<tagname style = “property: value;”>

<tagname style = “property;”>

<tagname style >

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which of the following is the correct syntax 
for using the HTML style attribute? * 

10.



Correct 1/1 Points

16 MB

2 MB

12 MB

None

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What is the maximum size of a MongoDB 
document? * 

11.

Incorrect 0/1 Points

<style>

<link>

<script>

None of the above 

0 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which HTML tag is used to declare internal 
CSS? * 

12.



Correct 1/1 Points

Error

 Zeus

undefined

Suez

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What will be the output of the below code in 
the console? 
   
File: my_module.js 
   
exports. name = 'Zeus'; 
  Code: 
var my_module = require('./mymodule'); 
console.log((function(settings){ 
    return settings.split('').reverse().join('') 
})(my_module.name)); * 

13.

Correct 1/1 Points

req - the request object

res - the response object

next

All of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What function arguments are available to 
Express.js Route handlers? * 

14.



Correct 1/1 Points

search()

find ()

document

none

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which command in Mongodb is equivalent 
to SQL select? * 

15.

Correct 1/1 Points

module(“app”,[])

var myModule=angular.module();

var myModule = new Module();

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

The syntax used to create a module in 
AngularJS is: * 

16.

Incorrect 0/1 Points

get()

require()

createServer()

None of the above

0 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

To include the HTTP server in the node 
module, what function do we use? * 

17.



Correct 1/1 Points

Latitude, longitude

GeoJSON

BSON

XML

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What is the preferred format to store 
geospatial data in MongoDB? * 

18.

Correct 1/1 Points

Misko Hevery

Brad Green

Mike Adams

Adam a bronze

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Who is the father of AngularJS? * 19.

Correct 1/1 Points

cwd()

pwd()

cmd()

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What method is used to return the current 
working directory of the process? * 

20.



Correct 1/1 Points

sort()

orderby()

order()

none

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which of the following method corresponds 
to Order by clause in SQL? * 

21.

Correct 1/1 Points

ng-bind directive

ng-model directive

ng-init directive

ng-app directive

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Choose the reactor which is used to bind the 
application data to the HTML view in 
AngularJS * 

22.

Correct 1/1 Points

Express

Body-parser

Socket. io

All of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which of the following are examples of node 
modules? * 

23.



Incorrect 0/1 Points

Allows to set up middlewares to respond to HTTP
Requests

Defines a routing table which can works as per HTTP
Method and URL

Dynamically render HTML Pages

All of the above

0 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

What are core features of Express 
framework? * 

24.

Correct 1/1 Points

XML

SQL

JSON

All of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which of the following format is supported 
by MongoDB ? * 

25.

Correct 1/1 Points

module()

mod()

Angular module()

mdl()

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Module created by using AngularJS function 
is known as * 

26.



Correct 1/1 Points

Ctrl + C

Ctrl + B

Ctrl + K

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

We can kill a process in Node.js using the 
keyboard shortcut? * 

27.

Correct 1/1 Points

Using app.locals

Using app. storage

Using database

Config file

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

How to store local variables that can be 
access within the application? * 

28.

Correct 1/1 Points

MachineID

Timestamp

ProcessID

documentID

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

Which of the following is not part of _id? * 29.



Correct 1/1 Points

@angular/router

@angular/core

Both a and b

None of the above

1 / 1 pt
Auto-graded

The router is a part of which of the following 
given models? * 

30.

Correct 2/2 Points

localName

index

previousSibling

None of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

The node object property which is used to 
return the node just before the current node 
is? * 

31.

Correct 2/2 Points

 strings

 string patterns

 regular expressions

 All of above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Route paths, in combination with a request 
method, define the endpoints at which 
requests can be made. Which of following 
are valid form of route path? * 

32.



Correct 2/2 Points

JavaScript

Python

SQL

TypeScript

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Which programming language is used to 
write MongoDB queries? * 

33.

Correct 2/2 Points

Writable

Duplex

Readable

All of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Which of the following are examples of 
NodeJS streams types? * 

34.

Correct 2/2 Points

req.params object

app.locals object

req.data object

None of above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Where is captured values are populated 
regarding route parameters? * 

35.

http://req.data/


Correct 2/2 Points

mongoDB is not able to do this

create a compound text index using both fields

create a text index on one field and a single field index
on the other

create a text index on each field

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

You have two text fields in your document 
and you’d like both to be quickly searchable. 
What should you do? * 

36.

Correct 2/2 Points

@NgApp

@NgModule

Both a and b are correct

None of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Which decorator is used for configuring 
model class * 

37.

Correct 2/2 Points

It is used to store the result

It is used to get the last command that was used

It is used to get the last result

None of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

variable in REPL session of NodeJS is used 
for? * 

38.



Correct 2/2 Points

req - the request object

 res - the response object

 next

 All of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

What function arguments are available to 
Express.js Route handlers? * 

39.

Correct 2/2 Points

CurrencyPipe

DataPipe

PercentPipe

none of the above

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Among the following which is not built-in a 
pipe in angular? * 

40.

Incorrect 0/2 Points

ZLIB

buffer

binary

None of the above

0 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Which node module is used for zip and unzip 
functionalities? * 

41.



Correct 2/2 Points

Using app. route()

Using app. router()

Using app. routing()

All of these

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

How can we create chainable route handlers 
for a route path in ExpressJS app? * 

42.

Correct 2/2 Points

{(2+2)}

{2+2}

{{2+2}}

((2+2))

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Choose the valid AngularJS expression. * 43.



Correct 2/2 Points

OneTwo'

'One'

'Two'

All of these

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

Imagine that you sent following ajax request: 
  $.post("/process", {name:'john'}, 
function(data){ 
    // Do some stuff 
}); 
What will be the answer from the server? 
   
Tip: On server side, we have the code which is 
given below 
Code: 
app. post('/process', function(req, res){ 
    var data = ''; 
 if(req.xhr){ 
        data += 'One'; 
    } 
    if(req.body. name){ 
       data += 'Two'; 
    } 
  res. send(data); 
}); * 

44.



Correct 2/2 Points

True

False

Insufficient data

None

2 / 2 pts
Auto-graded

In ExpressJS, the method app.all(path, 
callback [, callback ...]) can accept all HTTP 
methods * 

45.



VAC - Mean stack - External Assessment -
30.09.2022

1. What will be the output of the following code snippet?  
var a = Math.max();  
var b = Math.min();  
console.log(a);  
console.log(b);  

(1 point)

74% of respondents (26 of 35) answered this question correctly.

2. NoSQL databases is used mainly for handling large volumes of __________
data

(1
point)

100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

35
Responses

48.6
Average Score

Active
Status

-Infinity Infinity 26

Infinity -Infinity 9

Infinity Infinity 0

-Infinity -Infinity 0

Structured 0

Unstructured 35

Semi-structured 0

None 0



3. AngularJS is perfect for? (1 point)
94% of respondents (33 of 35) answered this question correctly.

4. Node.js is written in which language? (1 point)
6% of respondents (2 of 35) answered this question correctly.

5. What happens when we run this code? 
function dog() {    
print("I am a dog."); 
}
dog.sound = "Bark";

(1 point)

54% of respondents (19 of 35) answered this question correctly.

MPAs 1

DPAs 0

CPAs 1

SPAs 33

C++ 2

JavaScript 31

C 0

Java 2

Syntax Error 0

“I am a dog” gets printed 4

ReferenceError 12

Nothing happens 19



6. What is MongoDB? (1 point)
100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

7. Among the following, on which architectural pattern is
AngularJS based?

(1
point)

100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

8. Default scope in Node.js application is? (1 point)
100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

An Access database 0

A NoSQL database 35

A SQL database 0

A file system 0

Decorator pattern 0

Observer pattern 0

MVVM architecture pattern 35

MVC architecture pattern 0

Global 0

Local 35

Local to Object 0

None of the above 0



9. We enclose HTML tags within? (1 point)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

10. Which of the following is the correct syntax for using the HTML style
attribute?

(1
point)

97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

11. What is the maximum size of a MongoDB document? (1 point)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

{ } 1

< > 34

! ! 0

None of the above 0

<tagname style = “property: val… 34

<tagname style = “property;”> 1

<tagname style > 0

None of the above 0

16 MB 34

2 MB 0

12 MB 0

None 1



12. Which HTML tag is used to declare internal CSS? (1 point)
83% of respondents (29 of 35) answered this question correctly.

13. What will be the output of the below code in the console? 
 
File: my_module.js 
 
exports. name = 'Zeus'; 
Code: 
var my_module = require('./mymodule'); 
console.log((function(settings){ 
    return settings.split('').reverse().join('') 
})(my_module.name));

(1 point)

63% of respondents (22 of 35) answered this question correctly.

14. What function arguments are available to Express.js Route handlers? (1 point)
89% of respondents (31 of 35) answered this question correctly.

<style> 29

<link> 6

<script> 0

None of the above  0

Error 22

 Zeus 0

undefined 0

Suez 13

req - the request object 2

res - the response object 1

next 1

All of the above 31



15. Which command in Mongodb is equivalent to SQL select? (1 point)
69% of respondents (24 of 35) answered this question correctly.

16. The syntax used to create a module in AngularJS is: (1 point)
69% of respondents (24 of 35) answered this question correctly.

17. To include the HTTP server in the node module, what function do we
use?

(1
point)

31% of respondents (11 of 35) answered this question correctly.

search() 9

find () 24

document 1

none 1

module(“app”,[]) 24

var myModule=angular.module(); 9

var myModule = new Module(); 1

None of the above 1

get() 0

require() 23

createServer() 11

None of the above 1



18. What is the preferred format to store geospatial data in MongoDB? (1 point)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

19. Who is the father of AngularJS? (1 point)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

20. What method is used to return the current working directory of the
process?

(1
point)

77% of respondents (27 of 35) answered this question correctly.

Latitude, longitude 0

GeoJSON 34

BSON 1

XML 0

Misko Hevery 34

Brad Green 0

Mike Adams 1

Adam a bronze 0

cwd() 8

pwd() 27

cmd() 0

None of the above 0



21. Which of the following method corresponds to Order by clause in
SQL?

(1
point)

63% of respondents (22 of 35) answered this question correctly.

22. Choose the reactor which is used to bind the application data to the
HTML view in AngularJS

(1
point)

97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

23. Which of the following are examples of node modules? (1 point)
69% of respondents (24 of 35) answered this question correctly.

sort() 22

orderby() 13

order() 0

none 0

ng-bind directive 34

ng-model directive 0

ng-init directive 1

ng-app directive 0

Express 11

Body-parser 0

Socket. io 0

All of the above 24



24. What are core features of Express framework? (1 point)
31% of respondents (11 of 35) answered this question correctly.

25. Which of the following format is supported by MongoDB ? (1 point)
66% of respondents (23 of 35) answered this question correctly.

26. Module created by using AngularJS function is known as (1 point)
80% of respondents (28 of 35) answered this question correctly.

Allows to set up middlewares to… 11

Defines a routing table which ca… 0

Dynamically render HTML Pages 1

All of the above 23

XML 11

SQL 1

JSON 23

All of the above 0

module() 4

mod() 3

Angular module() 28

mdl() 0



27. We can kill a process in Node.js using the keyboard shortcut? (1 point)
94% of respondents (33 of 35) answered this question correctly.

28. How to store local variables that can be access within the application? (1 point)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

29. Which of the following is not part of _id? (1 point)
43% of respondents (15 of 35) answered this question correctly.

30. The router is a part of which of the following given models? (1 point)
37% of respondents (13 of 35) answered this question correctly.

Ctrl + C 33

Ctrl + B 1

Ctrl + K 0

None of the above 1

Using app.locals 34

Using app. storage 0

Using database 0

Config file 1

MachineID 14

Timestamp 5

ProcessID 1

documentID 15

@angular/router 13

@angular/core 22

Both a and b 0

None of the above 0



31. The node object property which is used to return the node just before
the current node is?

(2
points)

91% of respondents (32 of 35) answered this question correctly.

32. Route paths, in combination with a request method, define the
endpoints at which requests can be made. Which of following are valid
form of route path?

(2
points)

97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

33. Which programming language is used to write MongoDB queries? (2 points)
94% of respondents (33 of 35) answered this question correctly.

localName 3

index 0

previousSibling 32

None of the above 0

 strings 0

 string patterns 0

 regular expressions 1

 All of above 34

JavaScript 33

Python 1

SQL 1

TypeScript 0



34. Which of the following are examples of NodeJS streams types? (2 points)
91% of respondents (32 of 35) answered this question correctly.

35. Where is captured values are populated regarding route parameters? (2 points)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

36. You have two text fields in your document and you’d like both to be
quickly searchable. What should you do?

(2
points)

83% of respondents (29 of 35) answered this question correctly.

Writable 3

Duplex 0

Readable 0

All of the above 32

req.params object 34

app.locals object 0

req.data object 1

None of above 0

mongoDB is not able to do this 0

create a compound text index u… 2

create a text index on one field … 4

create a text index on each field 29



37. Which decorator is used for configuring model class (2 points)
97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

38. variable in REPL session of NodeJS is used for? (2 points)
31% of respondents (11 of 35) answered this question correctly.

39. What function arguments are available to Express.js Route handlers? (2 points)
89% of respondents (31 of 35) answered this question correctly.

@NgApp 1

@NgModule 34

Both a and b are correct 0

None of the above 0

It is used to store the result 11

It is used to get the last comma… 0

It is used to get the last result 23

None of the above 1

req - the request object 1

 res - the response object 0

 next 3

 All of the above 31



40. Among the following which is not built-in a pipe in angular? (2 points)
100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

41. Which node module is used for zip and unzip functionalities? (2 points)
66% of respondents (23 of 35) answered this question correctly.

42. How can we create chainable route handlers for a route path in
ExpressJS app?

(2
points)

100% of respondents (35 of 35) answered this question correctly.

CurrencyPipe 0

DataPipe 35

PercentPipe 0

none of the above 0

ZLIB 23

buffer 0

binary 8

None of the above 4

Using app. route() 35

Using app. router() 0

Using app. routing() 0

All of these 0



43. Choose the valid AngularJS expression. (2 points)
63% of respondents (22 of 35) answered this question correctly.

44. Imagine that you sent following ajax request: 
$.post("/process", {name:'john'}, function(data){ 
    // Do some stuff 
}); 
What will be the answer from the server? 
 
Tip: On server side, we have the code which is given below 
Code: 
app. post('/process', function(req, res){ 
    var data = ''; 
 if(req.xhr){ 
        data += 'One'; 
    } 
    if(req.body. name){ 
       data += 'Two'; 
    } 
  res. send(data); 
});

(2 points)

97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

{(2+2)} 12

{2+2} 1

{{2+2}} 22

((2+2)) 0

OneTwo' 34

'One' 1

'Two' 0

All of these 0



45. In ExpressJS, the method app.all(path, callback [, callback ...]) can
accept all HTTP methods

(2
points)

97% of respondents (34 of 35) answered this question correctly.

True 34

False 1

Insufficient data 0

None 0
























































































